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nobilia 2020 Collection.
space it up.

Attractive design, innovative products and a new range of
functions bring more design freedom
Verl. Under the slogan "space it up” the nobilia 2020 Collection impresses with
fascinating new room concepts as well as small space wonders. It opens up more
creative leeway in planning the kitchen, bathroom and living room, provides more
storage space for handleless designs and optimises the use of interior space in pullouts with an exclusive organising system. With this collection nobilia has
considerably expanded its design and solution concepts for holistic living and
significantly reinforced not only its focus on the kitchen, but also the bathroom. A
wide variety of new features invites creative planning: Among these are 11 new fronts,
4 new ranges, 6 new worktop décors, 15 new upright panel colours, 4 new niche
claddings with motifs and 15 new handles.
space it up
How do we design rooms that are attractive and at the same time maximise functionality?
nobilia has found many successful answers to this question. Integrated planning concepts for
kitchen, bathroom and living room perfectly unify the desire for beautiful modern design with
practical planning requirements. An important topic is utilising the existing space better. The
significantly expanded LINE N range—whose handleless aesthetic is now also available in a
storage space-oriented XL format—offers plenty of options for this. A separate XL height for
highboards completes the XL product range for LINE N as well as for the standard range.
Not only does the new collection provide more storage space, but it organises that space
better. The SpaceFlexx® pull-out organising system—available exclusively through nobilia—
does exactly that. It has the flexible nesttex® Inside divider, which easily adjusts to fit items
of varying shapes and sizes. Thus, storage canisters and other kitchen utensils can be
stored neatly and securely in drawers and pull-outs. SpaceFlexx® can be built into every
nobilia pull-out upwards of 60 cm wide.

New fronts and colours
The new fronts, colours and décors can be used to create trendsetting designs in all price
categories and for every lifestyle. From cool industrial vibes to puristic design or new
opulence to cosy cottage style, everything is possible. The trend toward shades of grey,
concrete appearances and dark surfaces continues unabated. A dark rust red and a greyishgreen shade called reed green bring fresh colour to the cottage collection. Oak continues to
play a major role in the wood décors. New material technologies improve functionality or
even create a new kind of authenticity.
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Two new décors expand the Structura range - which comes about as close as you can get to
the look and feel of real wood with its synchronous pore finish. Sierra oak has a striking
wood grain and is a warm décor with a mid-level colour intensity. It creates a very cosy and
modern ambience. Also, Sierra oak harmonises perfectly with all the latest solid colours from
light to dark. Sierra oak is also now available as a new carcase colour, which enables unified
designs. Nero oak is a very elegant black décor that is distinguished by a fine, vertical grain.
It embraces the trend toward elegant, dark hues in kitchen design and is tailored to the taste
of a decisively international audience. Both these new features are also available in a LINE N
version or with handles.
The new range Easytouch is also based on trendy dark surfaces, where its product
advantages can really shine. It wins points with its anti-fingerprint coating, which makes
finger smudges invisible. A special functional layer also makes it extremely hard-wearing.
The ultramatt lacquered laminate fronts captivate with their velvety texture. Not only are the
material properties unique, but the design is also very fun. In the shades Graphite black and
Rust red Easytouch captures the spirit of the times perfectly. Easytouch can be planned
with or without handles.
Our successful front model Flash is now also available in the popular shade Slate grey high
gloss. With it, Flash can also be used to realise cool designs in a darker nuance. The
lacquered laminate front is available with handles or in a LINE N version.
Last year Stone grey joined the assortment of Grey tones, which are firmly established in
kitchen design. This light shade was very well-received on the market. It now enriches the
collection in two additional fronts: one in the bestseller range Fashion and the other in the
new range Gent. Gent is a modern cottage style front in lacquered laminate with vertical
grooves. Due to its fashionable colour and deliberately straight lines, Gent enables
innovative and particularly urban arrangements.
Another new feature in the cottage style segment is the appealing framed front Kansas. In
the new décor Sierra oak and with coordinated surrounding elements it forms the perfect
foundation for particularly inviting solutions. The cottage style range Cascada - newly
introduced in 2018 - has been expanded with the colours White and Reed green. Reed
green is a contemporary shade of green with slightly grey undertones that lend the cottage
style a fresh new appeal. This chic shade harmonises exceptionally well with white and grey
hues or with black, anthracite or wood décors.
Kitchens in concrete or cement look continue to embody a modern, young urban lifestyle.
nobilia expands its sought-after fronts in this segment with a new highlight: the Cemento
front in Lacquer, Cement grey, a stunningly authentic concrete reproduction that features
an uneven surface, trowel marks and air bubbles. Cemento gets its handcrafted character
from an elaborate manufacturing process. Which is why every front is totally unique and
looks a bit different. Here is the perfect symbiosis between authenticity and an easy-care
décor finish.
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Attractive surrounding design elements
6 new worktop décors enable coherent and exciting arrangements. The décor Artisan oak
is one of the exclusive and particularly sturdy Xtra worktops available. The high quality Xtra
worktop has firmly established itself in the market due to its outstanding material properties
and exceptional sturdiness.
Moreover, nobilia also presents 15 new upright panel colours and 15 new handles. The
continuing trend toward industrial look designs and dark surfaces calls for coordinating
handle finishes in black, titanium and anthracite. Three new bar handles in white, stone grey
and slate grey are ideal for use in minimalistic designs with monochromatic colours or for
creating strong accents. As a further new feature nobilia has come up with screw-on bar
handles in stainless steel finish and black, which serve as an interesting alternative—in terms
of price—to the classic surface-mounted bar handles.
Four new niche claddings enable even more design variety. They reflect current interior
design trends with their brick, quarry stone or tile décor motifs. For these décors nobilia
collaborates with the Rasch company, who makes a range of matching wallpapers available
for creating totally unified designs.
Glass elements lend designs a more sophisticated look. New designer glass uprights at
the visible ends of kitchen runs and islands lend a special appeal. They are a real eyecatcher with their glass cabinet character. They are available in clear glass and grey glass
and with lighting. The Square wall unit with glass doors is getting a black glass version with a
black aluminium frame that creates stunning accents in designs with dark surfaces.
A new cottage style pull-out unit in the base units segment means increased design freedom.
It is characterised by a warm and inviting solid oak panel in slatted appearance.
A slatted plinth made of aluminium is the newest option in the plinth segment. It is
particularly suitable for use with downdraft extractor fans, which need good ventilation in the
plinth area. In addition, a multitude of new lighting options and sockets, the lowered
frame for hot plate units, a practical and tidy solution to cover the siphon recess and
much more complete the range of new features.
Comprehensive solutions for the bathroom
The nobilia bathroom furnishings range was very positively received in the market and has
been extensively further developed. In addition to vanity units, the furniture range is now
rounded off with characteristic bathroom sideboards and Midi units. Wall-mounted and
higher than normal base units, they bring effortlessness and style to the bathroom, while at
the same time providing plenty of storage space. Even more design options are available
due to the expansion of the handleless LINE N range of elements to the bathroom.
There are a wide variety of options in the segment of mirrored bathroom cabinets. They
are available in 5 widths, and can be individually outfitted with additional equipment like
sockets and lighting elements. This covers all common widths and equipment features.
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Along with 2 surface-mounted washbasins, the collection now also boasts 5 exclusive
furniture washbasins made of mineral composite. These cover all the vanity base unit
widths and are made-to-measure for nobilia. Multifaceted accessories such as towel rails,
fittings and more enable integrated bathroom furnishings from a single source.
The nobilia 2020 Collection is available as of October 1, 2019.
nobilia open house exhibition 2019
The nobilia open house exhibition will take place September 14-22, 2019 in Verl.
Opening times: daily from 9:00 a.m.
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